
To: Democratic Senators and Representatives 
From: Adam Green and Stephanie Taylor, PCCC Co-Founders
Date: September 4, 2013
Re: Survey results: Your base opposes bombing Syria

The Progressive Change Campaign Committee was the first organization to praise President 
Obama’s decision to ask Congress to vote on military bombings in Syria – consistent with our 
Constitution. 

You now face a decision that involves life and death. This decision also involves billions of 
dollars. And it will send a signal to your constituents and the world about our nation’s morals 
and our ability to make strategic, goal-oriented decisions. This historic moment must 
transcend political party. 

In the last 72 hours, we surveyed PCCC 
members across the nation – in every state 
and congressional district. We’ve received 
over 57,000 responses so far, and a clear result: 
Your progressive base stands firmly 
against bombing Syria.

Our survey was extensive, asking about our goals in Syria, military action as a means to our 
goals, the significance of international coalitions, and more.

Here are some top numbers for you to be aware of:

81%

19%

Do you think a limited 
bombing campaign would 
stay limited or lead to 
deeper U.S. involvement?
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Generally, do you favor U.S. 
military action in Syria?

No

Yes

I don’t know

Would lead to deeper 
involvement

Would stay limited

•	 By 73% to 18%, progressive respondents 
      oppose U.S. military action in Syria.
•	 Only 14% favor unilateral U.S. military action. 
      Among those open to a coalition effort, 55% 
      say the United Nations “must” approve the 
      action to go forward. 
•	 81% believe that an initially-limited bombing 
      campaign would lead to deeper involvement.

73%

18%

9%

http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/319799-gop-house-to-consider-syrian-action-week-of-sept-9


20%

80%

A fuller set of survey results is below. If you would like to discuss these findings in person, 
or learn how to maximize your announcement of opposition to military action in Syria, 
please email us: SyriaAction@BoldProgressives.org.

Do you think narrow 
bombings would help achieve 
the top U.S. goal in Syria?

No

Yes

•	 Opinions about our goal in Syria are split 
      between a ceasefire, deposing Assad, deterring    
      Assad, and several others. 80% say, regardless 
      of what our goal is, narrow bombings will not 
      achieve it. 
•	 Progressives believe we should do something 

about Syria – only 11% say do nothing. 38% 
      say we need a diplomatic strategy involving 
      the UN and other nations. 19% say pursue 
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•	 Many people believe the intelligence delivered by President Obama and Secretary 
of State Kerry. Nonetheless, they strongly oppose military action, finding it harmful 
and unstrategic.

        war crime charges in The Hague. 19% favor 
aid. Only 11% prefer air attacks as the solution.

mailto:SyriaAction%40BoldProgressives.org?subject=


73%

18%

9%

UN Approval

A dozen or more nations 
on board

Arab nations endorsing 
U.S. action

NATO approval

1) Generally, do you favor U.S. military action in Syria?

No

Yes

I don’t know.

2) Which of these do you most agree with? 

I don’t favor U.S. military 
action in Syria. Period.

I would only support U.S. 
military action if we are part 
of an international coalition.

I favor unilateral U.S. military 
action in Syria, if need be. 
We need to act now.

50%
36%

14%

2a) Which of these do you think MUST be true to go forward 
with military action?

3) What do you see as the top U.S. goal in Syria?

A ceasefire and/or stopping the civil war

Stop Assad from using chemical weapons again

Deter other nations from using chemical weapons in 
the future

Other

Depose President Assad

Degrade Assad’s broader military capability

We should have no goal in Syria

55% 52% 43% 39%

26%

24%
18%

17%

7%

6% 4%

Asked only to the 36% open to coalition action:
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4) Do you think narrow bombings would help achieve
the top U.S. goal in Syria?

Diplomacy in UN and/or internationally

Pursue war crime charges against Assad in 
International Court

Pursue humanitarian aid for Syrian people

Don’t get involved

Narrow air attack on Syria

Full-scale military press for Syrian regime change

5) Which option do you think the U.S. should pursue most 
right now?

6) Do you think a limited bombing campaign would stay limited or 
lead to deeper U.S. involvement?

7) When President Obama, John Kerry, and the U.S. intelligence 
community say certain things are true in Syria as justification for 
military action, do you believe them?

No

Yes

Would lead to deeper 
involvement

Would stay limited

No

Yes

20%

80%

38%

19%

19%

11%

11%

2%

81%

19%

52%

48%
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